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WDRlD'S mos, DIDliERDUS BABYSITTER 

CREATED BY ARON DUNN 
ANIMATED COMEDY - 8-12 

Nash and Ziggy Heller are two likely lads on a mission to rock’n’roll, bring the noise and 
kick out the jams like only two distortion-dispensing 11-year-olds can. Their biggest 
problem is that their egos write cheques that their skinny jeans can’t cash. Every 
scheme they try causes way more trouble than they can handle. Nash needs every idea to 
be bigger, cooler, and more mind blowing than the last. Ziggy’s obsessive attention to 
detail blinds him to the chaos he creates.

Case in point: Nash and Ziggy have, ahem, a bit of a reputation for sending babysitters 
running to the hills. Their last babysitter either fled in the night or was telecasted to a 
dimension of psychedelic K-Pop. (The forensics were inconclusive.) It’s not that they’re 
bad kids, they’re just hyper, loud, and surprisingly good with dimensional frequency 
modulation. The way they see it, they did that babysitter a favour. She was really into 
Cos-play and probably loves her new dimensional home. (Um, if that’s where she really 
is.) 

So, what’s a busy single mom to do? Stacy Heller is the most sought after music exec in 
the world. Her rock’n’roll duty has her on and off planes more often than the mini-fork 
and spoon technician. Fortunately, she knows what any road-hardened tour manager 
would do to wrangle an out-of-control Rock Star!

There’s an unspoken rule in Rock ‘N Roll that says when the show must go on there’s 
only one dude to call: Roderick J. Roadman

When your twin terrors have scared off every babysitter in the tri-state area there’s only 
one dude who will take your call:  UNKLE ROADIE

Unk lives by the Roadie Code: what the headliner wants is the ONLY PRIORITY. He is 
the ultimate big bro, cool uncle and grown-up who hasn’t lost touch with what it means 
to be a kid. Week in week out Unk, Nash and Ziggy tear the world up looking for 
tweenage kicks. Good thing Unkle Roadie can help them put the world back together 
again before mom gets home so that she’ll let him babysit again the next time. 
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So, when Nash and Ziggy get serious about their latest goal, Unk’s got a road-case full of
gear to supercharge the good times. Of course, the twins get waaa-ha-hey too serious 

about everything they do which leads to, let’s just say, unexpected results. If they use

Unk’s anti-matter-over-drive pedal to crank their amps to 13 (11 is for wieners) the
resulting harmonic convergence could allow the unstoppable Negasonic Moonage Army 

to breach the fabric of space-time. (Not the crowd they were hoping for.) Fortunately, 

Unk’s got a spool of dark-matter-thread and infinite patience to teach the boys

interdimensional stitch-craft. Unk’s eighty-eight gigawatts of adrenalized 
encouragement and utility vest full of road-tested solutions always helps save the day. 

Oh yeah, and the Heller Twins might just be the only kids in the world who can thwart the 

cool-stealing, soul-sucking, nanny-tech army of Sinjin Lacroix, an entrepreneur of evil 

obsessed with quantifying and codifying “fun” into infinitely monetizable units.

Fortunately, Unk’s years in the Hard Rock trenches also give him a unique insight into

Sinjin’s secret buzz-control-kill agenda. Unk and Sinjin started at the same Academy of
Hard Knocks and apprenticed under the mysterious RoadMaster. While Unkle Roadie 

embraced the philosophy of 100% FUN, Sinjin took a darker path. He sought to control 

and exploit the supernatural power of Rock for his own selfish gains. Sinjin’s determined
to convert the twins to well behaved youth-based automatons thereby demonstrating the 

superiority of his Nanny Tech Child Management system to the world. So, Unk lends his 

substantial might to Nash and Ziggy’s battle against Sinjin, his evil nanny-bot designing
flunky Anna-Frieda Hookie Dookie and whatever enjoyment-eradicating entity they 

unleash. If only Mom knew…

Until then, the battle for fun has just begun. 









STORY EDlilDI 
Uni< and the twins' adventures can tal<e them anywhere a l<id's imagination can tal<e them. The only defin
ing principle is that stories will always be driven by one or both of the twins trying to achieve their goal 
no matter how weird or trivial. Be it finding guitar strings in the middle of the night, securing top billing, 
or discovering the universal chord, the boys will always drive the A-story. Of course their individual flaws 
will always complicate this story, which will be in direct conflict with their current goal. Uni< and his years 
of roadie-ing will always provide a catalyst that gives their plan too much juice and escalates the central 
conflict. Sinjin and Anna Frieda's schemes will drive B-stories that will complicate the twins' plans. While 
Uni< may help the boys come up with the solution to the episode's problem, they won't be able to resolve 
the conflict until they've addressed their flaw. In the surreal climax, the twins' resolution of the central 
conflict will always foil Sinjin and Anna Frieda's plan. 

Liner Notes
While the boys live, breathe and play rock music at ear shattering volumes, they are still just kids. They 
love playing video games, hanging with friends and cranking as much fun out of weekends as possible. 
Sure, they’d love to see a million faces and rock them all. But being rock stars isn’t their goal… Yet. If
they happen to write a song or two during those adventures and that song happens to play during the 
climax of said adventure… Well, they’ve earned the privilege to do so. Okay, so over the course of the
season episodes will crescendo with an original song written and performed by the boys. Since the boys 
are audiophiles of the highest order, no genre will be ignored. From old-school hip hop to splashy surf 
rock to space-opera-prog, the soundtrack to Unkle Roadie will be as epic as the action.   

LUCKY NUMBER 13
When superstitious Nash realizes that his lucky #13 swim trunks don’t fit, there’s no way they can go
to the splash-tastic Wipe Out World! Too many things could go wrong: he could get swimmer’s ear
and lose his perfect pitch or worse drop his trunks in the wave pool in front of girls, etc…  And a
simple rabbit’s foot won’t do, he needs the most powerful good luck charm in all of Rock History.
Enter Unk with the four-leaf clover belt-buckle worn by the notoriously lucky Eddie Skelton.  (Well, he 
was lucky until he gave his charm to Unk. But that’s a story for another time.) Huzzah! The water park
trip is back on. Of course, SinJin gets wind of Nash’s misfortune and thinks it’s the perfect
opportunity to test out his NT Unit’s newest app: The Superstition-ator. His latest innovation makes
discipline inducing superstitions come true (like getting a slap on the back while making a funny face 
will makes it permanent) giving an NT Unit unprecedented control over a child’s behaviour. Just as
Unk and the boys are about to leave the house more bad luck strikes. Black cats jump in their path, 
mysterious ladders appear over them and the house fills with birds. When Ziggy discovers that Sinjin 
is actually behind all of this they decide to turn the tables on him. But they’ll need some pretty potent
mojo to defeat bad luck this powerful. So, Unk pulls out the mirror plated guitar Muddy Puddles 
played at the Crossroads of Heck. Ziggy starts to jam while Nash sings, ”Come home to find my missin’ 
dog, apologized ‘n got back my wife, winched my truck outta the bog, and my old Pappi even came
back ta life. Yes he did. It’s a reverse country & western song, now come on down and sing along…” As
Sinjin and Anna Frieda run for the hills from a Hillbilly Hurricane, Nash realizes that sometimes you 
have to make your own luck. 



BEl5TIE ROY 
As a student of Roel< History (who occasionally plays dumb}, Nash is convinced that all successful bands 
have one thing in common: an awesome mascot. Metala-Fraulein, Def Militia, Snal<e Gladiator. 
All classics. However Ziggy thinks that their music should speal< for them. Uni< sees both sides since 
he's subbed in for practically every mascot ever to grace the stage. When a mascot worl<s it's 
great but when a mascot goes bad it's tragic. When Nash discovers that Unl<'s utili-vest is covered in 
DNA samples from all of Rock's greatest mascots, Nash secretly mixes up the samples to create an 
Ober-Mascot, Beastie Roy, hoping he'll possess all the best qualities of his sires. This turn of events, of 
course, piques the interest of Sinjin who wants to exploit the power of the Ober-Mascot for his own 
nefarious ends. Soon Beastie Roy finds himself in a tug-of-war between the Twins and Sinjin. 
This frightens and confuses the beast causing him to run amol< and bring destruction down on the 
town. The twins and Uni< try to bring the beast down using Unl<'s intimate knowledge of the 
weaknesses of the mascots that created Beastie Roy but nothing worl<s. That is, until Nash realizes 
that the one thing all of the mascots' bands had in common was great music. So the Twins and Uni< 
play a medley of hits from Beastie Roy's progenitors, which calms the savage beast. 

[15T no SHADOW, PEDPlE 

When Ziggy gets a C minus in music class because "his precision technique stifles the 
organic emotion" (according to the l<now-it-all teacher}, he turns to his friends for help 'opening 
up.' But a session with Lita costs him too many guitars and Stevie just plain confuses him. No matter 
what he tries, Ziggy can't seem to loosen up and get in touch with his emotions. Enter Uni< who 
gives Ziggy two guitar picl<s. One is HEART-SHAPED, which will unlock his emotions. The other is 
BRAIN-SHAPED, which will return Ziggy's technical precision. "These are the matter and anti-matter 
of rocl<. So never combine them," Uni< warns Ziggy. Of course Nash, wanting to give bro a little 
extra juice, tapes both picl<s together, unleashing their shadow selves. Shadow Ziggy is all "heart on his 
sleeve" getting Ziggy in trouble with Lita, Stevie and that cute drama teacher he's secretly crushing 
on. Shadow Nash, on the other hand, is aloof and intellectual, killing Nash's front man rep. Meanwhile, 
Sinjin reckons that if he can control the boys' shadow selves he'll be halfway to his goal which is better 
than nothing. As Uni< and the twins try to separate the picl<s (which are stucl< together lil<e Ringo's ring 
in Help!}, the Shadow Twins are captured by some Nanny-bots and subjected to weird tests in 
Sinjin's lab. Unable to free their shadow selves from Sinjin's lab, Ziggy strums The Sad Ballad of the 
Shadow Twins as his music teacher wall<s by commenting, "Now that's an A-plus worthy 
performance." Encouraged by this Ziggy plays with real passion causing the Shadow Twins to 
dissipate in Sinjin's lab. 
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